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In this paper we bring two concepts of generalizations of Voronoi diagrams together: the concept of abstract 
Voronoi diagrams invented by R. Klein in 1988 and the concept of axiomatic Voronoi diagrams invented in 
the same year by S. Stifter. While the concept of abstract Voronoi diagrams characterizes Voronoi diagrams by 
the set of bisecting curves, the concept of axiomatic Voronoi diagrams gives a characterization of the contour 
elements (from which bisectors are constructed). We show that “admissible” contour elements for the axiomatic 
approach generate “admissible” bisecting curves for the abstract approach. This especially entails that everything 
that is true for abstract Voronoi diagrams is also true for axiomatic Voronoi diagrams. 
1. Introduction 
Voronoi diagrams have first been introduced for sets of points [ 151. In the last few years, various 
generalizations, cf. Edelsbrunner [2] for an overview, have been studied, among them generalizations 
to nonpoint sets. Most of these approaches for nonpoint sets are restricted to very special sites of 
“contour elements”: Kirkpatrick [3] and Yap [16] consider sets of straight line segments, Moravec [9], 
Lee [8] and Yap [lo] consider sets of straight line segments and circular arcs. More general definitions 
can be found in [1,8]. 
In 1988, R. Klein invented the concept of abstract Voronoi diagrams [4,5]. This concept of Voronoi 
diagrams is not based on certain contour elements or on a distance measure, but on systems of simple 
curves that bisect the plane. The bisecting curves are each assigned to two virtual points. R. Klein 
gives a characterization of bisecting curves for which it is possible to define Voronoi diagrams and 
shows the important properties of Voronoi diagrams. Klein et al. [6] give an efficient randomized 
algorithm for constructing them. 
In the same year, a different approach for the generalization of Voronoi diagrams has been considered 
by the author [12,14]. A set of axioms on objects in 3D is stated and it is shown that the definition 
of Voronoi diagrams is meaningful for objects that satisfy these axioms and the important properties 
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of Voronoi diagrams are kept. This approach is referred to as “axiomatic Voronoi diagrams” herein. 
It is more or less straightforward to qualify the concept of axiomatic Voronoi diagrams also to 2D by 
restricting to fewer axioms, namely those that are needed for the skeleton in 3D. Details have first 
been given in [13]. However, once the axioms are stated and their implications are shown, the proofs 
in 2D are quite similar to the proofs for Voronoi diagrams of line segments, see, e.g., [lo]. 
In this paper we bring the two approaches together. We prove that objects (contour elements) 
that satisfy the axioms of axiomatic Voronoi diagrams generate bisectors that satisfy the properties 
required for abstract Voronoi diagrams. This means that the “bisector” of contour elements that satisfy 
the axioms can be taken as bisecting curves for abstract Voronoi diagrams. 
So there are two possibilities for getting systems of “admissible” bisecting curves from sites: 
1. They may be generated as the bisectors of finite sets of points with respect to a “nice” metric, e.g., 
the Manhattan metric, cf. [4]. 
2. They may be generated as the bisectors of sets of contour elements (curves and points) with respect 
to the Euclidean metric, as is shown in this paper. 
The combination of the two approaches makes the insights to abstract Voronoi diagrams available also 
for the axiomatic approach. Furthermore, our concept also carries over a bound on the complexity 
of axiomatic Voronoi diagrams in terms of the number and the complexity of the objects involved: 
Axiomatic Voronoi diagrams can be constructed in O(NlogN), where N is the number of “contour 
elements” and an operation is either something that can be done in constant time, or the construction 
of a bisector or the intersection of two bisectors. 
Klein [4,5] gives such an O(NlogN) algorithm that is based on a divide-and-conquer technique. 
This algorithm can only be applied if the bisectors have the additional property that the bisector of 
two sets of virtual points (contour elements) is homeomorphic to a straight line. We show that also 
this additional property is satisfied for bisectors coming from axiomatic Voronoi diagrams, if the two 
sets are separated by a straight line. 
The paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces some basic notations. Sections 3 
and 4 give brief introductions to the concepts of abstract Voronoi diagrams and axiomatic Voronoi 
diagrams, respectively. In Section 5 it is illustrated how to obtain bisecting curves from the “curves” 
in axiomatic Voronoi diagrams. It is shown that these bisectors have the respective properties. In 
Section 6 we prove that bisectors of subsets are homeomorphic to straight lines, which allows to use 
the divide-and-conquer algorithm for computing Voronoi diagrams. 
2. Notations 
A (2 R2) is a cuwe iff A is the image of a continuously differentiable function from (0, 1) to R2, 
and A is not a point. (This especially says that the endpoint of a curve (if it exists) does not belong 
to the curve.) A(c R2) is I-dimensianal iff A is a subset of a finite union of points and curves. The 
distance of two sets A, B, dist(A, B), is the infimum of (Euclidean) distances of points p, q, with 
p E A and q E B. 
For two points p, q, we denote the straight line containing p and q by pq, the straight line segment 
connecting p and q by m, A point p is an isolated point of a set S iff p E S, and there exists an 
open neighbourhood U of p with U f? S = {p}. By x and aA, the closure and the boundary of A are 
denoted. 
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3. Abstract Voronoi diagrams 
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The following concept of abstract Voronoi diagrams is taken from [4]. We restrict to the definitions 
and properties needed here. For other properties of abstract Voronoi diagrams, the interested reader is 
referred to [4,5]. 
A subset J of the plane is called a bisecting curve e J is homeomorphic to the open interval (0,l) 
and closed as a subset of R*. 
So by the Jordan curve theorem, a bisecting curve J divides the plane into two unbounded regions 
with J as its boundaries. 
Let S be a finite index set with some total ordering < on it. For each pair p, q E S, p # q, let 
J(p, q) = J(q,p) be a bisecting curve. 
By D(p, q), D(q,p) the two regions separated by J(p, q) are denoted; to one of these regions, the 
curve J(p, q) itself is adjoined: 
R(P,d := 
Ww) u Jbd if p < q, 
D(p, d ifp>q. 
VR(p, S), the Voronoi region of p 
WP, S) := n R(p,q)- 
GfES, 9fP 
w.r.t. S, is defined as 
The (abstract) Voronoi diagram of S, V(S), is then defined as 
V(S) := u aVR(p,S). 
PCS 
A system of bisecting curves (S, { J(p, q) 1 p, q E S, p < q}) is called admissible iff the following 
three properties are satisfied: 
1. The intersection of any two bisecting curves consists of finitely many connected components. 
2. For each non-empty subset S’ of S: VR(p, S’) is path connected and has non-empty interior, for 
each p E S’, and 
3. R* = (Jpes, VR(p, S’), and VR(p, S’) n VR(q, S’) = 0 for p, q E S’, p # q. 
For the index set S also a set of representatives of the regions D(p, q) may be taken, i.e., S is a set 
of points such that for p E S: p E D(p, q). 
Fig. 1 illustrates the notations for S = {p, q,r}, p < q, q < T, p < T. The system of bisectors 
shown in the figure is admissible. 
The following definition specifies bisectors of subsets of S. 
Let P, Q c S, P n Q = 8. The set 
JP, Q) := u Jb, d n V(S) 
PEP, qEQ 
is called the bisector of P and Q. 
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Fig. 1. The components of abstract Voronoi diagrams. 
4. Axiomatic Voronoi diagrams 
Let F be any open bounded subset of R2, bounded by finitely many curves and points. Let T be a 
finite partition of the boundary of F into curves and points. The following definitions are necessary to 
specify the components of the Voronoi diagram and to state the axioms required on T. Suppose for 
the following definitions that A and B are curves or points ’ and A fl B = 0. 
A curve A is removing: M 
(Vp, 1): (if p E A and I is a line through p normal to A then the distance to A increases when 
moving away from p along 1). 
In correspondance with this definition, all points are said to be removing 
p is (uniquely) projectable onto A: H 
there exists (at most one) q E 2 with dist(q,p) = dist(A,p), pq normal to A. 
If q E A, q is called the projection of p onto A. In a point q E z- A, the direction normal to A is 
the limes for q’ 4 q of normals to A in q’(E A). 
Definition. A set T of curves and points is an admissible set of contour elements of F iff 
?? T and vertex(T) are finite; 
?? VA E T: A is removing, and all but finitely many p E F are uniquely projectable onto A; 
?? VA,BET, AfB: A~-IB=Q),%H~#Q)+-Bc~; 
?? T is a finite partition of 3F. 
’ We do not formally distinguish between a point and the set containing just this point. 
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The next few definitions are needed to describe the components of the Voronoi diagram. Suppose 
A, B are elements from an admissible set of contour elements. 
Definition. 
C(A,B) := 
’ the straight line containing A normal to B, 
if A is an endpoint of a curve B, 
the straight line containing B normal to A, 
if B is an endpoint of a curve A, 
{p 1 3a E A, b E B: dist(A,p) = dist(a,p) = dist(b,p) = dist(B,p), 
up normal to A, bp normal to I?}, 
otherwise. 
curve(A, B) := the closure of C(A, B) - {p 1 p is an isolated point of C(A, B)}. 
vcurve(A, B) := {p 1 p E curve(A, B),dist(A,p) = dist(aF,p)}. 
Remarks. (1) For most A, B, curve(A, B) and C(A, B) are the same. Because A n B = 0, A C B 
entails that A is a point, B a curve, and A is an endpoint of the curve B. 
(2) Fig. 2 illustrates the definitions. There only part of a set T of contour elements is shown. 
(3) C(A, B) may contain isolated points if there are points that are not uniquely projectable onto A 
or B. C(A, El) may even degenerate to a point. Compare Figs. 3 and 4: in Fig. 3, A is a quarter of a 
‘\ ??b.,, curve (Al, B 1) .* .-- 
-. 
??\ Al ,._._._._._._._._._._._. 
c”rv$*&) 
. . ! ‘\ 
! ‘b.,.curve (A, B) 
I 
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‘. A 
,?#’ ***_ curve (A, B2) 
.’ ’ I ‘\ , I ..-.-.-.-.-. ._._._._._,’ i curve (A, B) 




I curve (A2, B) I 
Bl B B2 
Fig. 2. The components of axiomatic Voronoi diagrams. 
’ B 
Fig. 3. C(A, B) is a point. 
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Fig. 4. C(A, B) contains an isolated point. 
circle (without endpoints), B is a straight line segment. The radius of the circle equals the distance of 
the straight line to the center of the circle. So C(A, B) is the center of the circle. In Fig. 4, A consists 
of a quarter of a circle and a line segment, which is tangent to the circle in one of its endpoints. 
The line normal to the line segment in its second endpoint meets the center of the circle. B is a line 
segment. The radius of the circle is l/2, the distance of the center of the circle and the line segment 
is 1. The angle between B and the line segment of A is nearly 7r/4. C(A, B) consists of the center 
of the circle (note that this point is not projectable onto the line segment of A) and a line segment 
containing points with equal distances to B and the line segment of A and being projectable onto 
both. 
(4) Curve(A, B) cannot be a closed “curve” since the distance to A and B has to increase along 
straight lines in any p E A and normal to A. (Proof: Suppose curve(A, B) is a closed “curve”, i.e., 
there is some normal to A that intersects curve(A, B) twice. Let p, q E curve(A, B), p # q, a E A, 
bl, b2 E B be such that a is the projection of p and of q onto A, bl is the projection of p onto B, b2 is 
the projection of q onto B, dist(q, a) > dist(p, a), p, q uniquely projectable onto A and B. This entails 
dist(b2, q) = dist(a, q) = dist(a,p) + dist(p, q) = dist(bi ,p) + dist(p, q) > dist(bi, q) 2 dist(b;?, q), a 
contradiction.) 
(5) In general, curve(A, B) need not be differentiable, i.e., it is not a “curve” in our restricted sense. 
However, it is composed of finitely many curves and points; see the Theorem on axiomatic Voronoi 
diagrams below. 
(6) For more properties of curve(A, B) we refer to [14]. 
Definition. vertex(T) := {p 1 p an endpoint of a connected component of vcurve(A, B) n 
vcurve(A’, B’), A, B, A’, B’ E T, A # B, A’ # B’}. 
(The elements of vertex(T) are called vertices. They are the vertices of the Voronoi diagram regarded 
as a graph.) 
Definition. Let T be an admissible set of contour elements for some F. The Voronoi diagram of T, 
VD(T), is defined as 
VD(T) := {p 1 p E vcurve(A, B), for some A, B E T, A # B}. 
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Often one only needs that part of the Voronoi diagram that is contained in F. We denote it by VDF(T): 
VDF(T) = VD(T). 
Note that the Voronoi diagram actually depends on T, i.e., on the partition of the contour of the 
set F. Nevertheless, VDF(T) is also called the Voronoi diagram of F. 
The retraction of points in F can be defined analogously to [lo]: let p E F. Let c(p) E A E T such 
that c(p) is the projection of p onto A and dist(p, aF> = dist(p, c(p)). Let L(p) be the semi-infinite 
straight line from c(p) through p and define r(p)-the retraction of p-to be the first point where 
L(p) intersects VDF(T). 
r(p) is well defined when F is bounded. Otherwise, there may be p E F for which no intersection 
of L(p) with VDF(T) exists. This is the only reason why we require F to be bounded. 
c(p) is uniquely defined for points that are uniquely projectable onto all elements of T and that are 
not on VD(T). r(p) is uniquely defined for all points that are uniquely projectable onto all elements 
of T. Note that r(p) = p for p E VD(T), see the Theorem on axiomatic Voronoi diagrams below. 
The following theorem states some important facts about Voronoi diagrams that hold for the ax- 
iomatic approach. 
Theorem on axiomatic Voronoi diagrams. Let T be an admissible set of contour elements. 
(1) VD(T) is the finite union of curves and points. 
(2) VDF(T) is connected ifF is connected. 
(3) The map r is a retraction and the distance to T increases along the line segment joining p to r(p). 
The proof of (1) can be modeled after the proof of the Lemma on Curves and Faces in [ 141. The 
proofs of (2) and (3) are similar to the proofs for Voronoi diagrams of line segments, because-from 
the requirement that almost all points are uniquely projectable onto contour elements-the map that 
maps each point in F onto c(p) is continuous--except in points that are not uniquely projectable onto 
some element in T and points on VD(T). H owever, there are only finitely many such points and they 
do not influence the Voronoi diagram since isolated points are singled out from C(A, B). The fact that 
all contour elements are removing guarantees that the distance to T increases along the line segment 
joining p and r(p). So we refer to the respective proofs for Voronoi diagrams of line segments in [lo], 
for example. 2 The details are written up in [ 131. In that report it is also shown that, for example, for 
all semi-algebraic sets there exists an admissible set of contour elements. 
5. Axiomatic Voronoi diagrams are abstract Voronoi diagrams 
The goal of this section is to construct, for a given admissible set of contour elements T, an 
admissible system of bisecting curves (S, {J(p, q) 1 p, q E S, p < q}) such that V(S) = VD(T). 
In order to show that axiomatic Voronoi diagrams can be regarded as abstract Voronoi diagrams 
one has to construct bisecting curves J(p, q) from the elements that build up axiomatic Voronoi 
2 In [lo] the definition of bisectors is different. The requirement that points on the bisector of A and B (here curve(A, B)) 
are projectable onto A and onto B is skipped. In the sense of these authors the bisector of A and B corresponds to what is 
called J-curve(A, B) below. If A C ?? then no bisector of A and B is defined. 
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diagrams, i.e., from curve(A, B). Since the bisecting curves J(p, q) have to satisfy certain properties, 
the construction of them has to be done in a way such that these properties can be derived from the 
properties of curve’s and vcurve’s of the axiomatic approach. 
In the sequel, let T be an admissible set of contour elements of some bounded and open set F. 
Let s be a selector function that, for each A E T, chooses a point p E A. So the set S (the index 
set for abstract Voronoi diagrams) is defined as 
S := {s(A) 1 A E T}. 
Let < be any ordering on the elements in S, such that A 2 B implies s(A) < s(B), i.e., if A is an 
endpoint of B then s(A) < s(B). 
In the sequel, we use capital letters A, B, . . . for elements in T, and lower case letters p, q, . . . for 
elements in S, if not stated otherwise. 
In the next paragraphs we study how to construct bisecting curves J-curve(A, B) that will be used 
as bisecting curves J(s(A), s(B)) for the concept of axiomatic Voronoi diagrams. 
We first state the construction of J-curve(A, B) as a procedure. We assume as input condition 
s(A) < s(B). The remarks following the procedure give motivations and further explanations to the 
respective construction steps. Comments inside the procedure are between “II*” and “*[I”. Figs. 5 
and 6 illustrate the construction. 
Procedure .I-cuwe($ A, .j, B, f J) 
Step 1. If A and B are both points, then J := curve(A, B); exit 
Step 2. If B is a curve and A is an endpoint of it (i.e., A s B), then J := curve(A, B); exit 
Step 3. II* A and B are both curves or one is a curve and the other one is a point that is not an 
endpoint of the first one *II 
J := the set of connected components of curve(A, B). 
while there is a connected component in J that has not yet been considered do 
II* This especially means J not empty. *II 
Step 3.1. Let C be a connected component in J that has not yet been considered and assume, 
without loss of generality, that A is a curve and that C ends in a point p that projects onto an 
endpoint, say A’, of A. 
Step 3.1.1. If B is a point then: 
D := the part of curve(A, B) II * a straight line *II that starts in p and contains the center of 
A’B. 
If D intersects any component in J then let q be the first such intersection point (i.e., the one 
closest to p) and let D be the part of D between p and q. 
J:= J-{C}U{CoD}. 
Step 3.1.2. If B is a curve and p does not project onto an endpoint of B, then: 
Let D be the connected component of curve(A’, B) that contains p. 
D := the part of D that starts in p and does not contain (in a neighbourhood of p) points that 
are projectable onto A. 
If D intersects any component in J then let q be the first such intersection point (i.e., the one 
closest to p) and let D be the part of D between p and q. 
J:= J-{C}U{CoD}. 
endwhile 
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Fig. 5. Construction of J-curve(A, B), example 1. 
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curve(A2, B 1) 
,... curve(A, B) 
curve(A, B) 
curve(B 1, A) 
Fig. 6. Construction of J-curve(A, B), example 2. 
Step 3.2. (I* The remaining components in J end only in points that project onto endpoints of A 
and B. *)I 
For all pairs C, D of components in J such that 
- C ends in a point p that projects onto A’(S 2) and onto B’(c B), and 
- D ends in a point q that projects onto A’(G x) and onto B’(S B): 
J:= J-{C,D}U{Co~oD}. 
Step 3.3. )I* J is already connected, but not necessarily closed as a subset of R*. *(( 
J := the element in J. 
for each endpoint p of J do 
Let A’(G x), B(G ??) b e such that p projects onto A’ and onto B’ as endpoints of A and B, 
respectively. 
J := Jo part of curve(A’, B’) that ends in p and does not contain points projectable onto A or B. 
endfor 
Step 4. If curve(A, B) is empty, then: 
Let a E 2, b E ?? be such that dist(a, b) = dist(A, B). 
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If a E 2 - A, b E B - B then J := curve(a, b); exit 
If a E 2 - A, b E B then J := curve(a, B). 
If a E A, b E B - B then J := curve(A, b). 
Proceed with Step 3.1. 
end Procedure 
Remarks. During the construction of J-curve(A, B), parts of curve(A’, B’) are adjoined to the already 
existing J-curve(A, B). Several times it is required that the respective part of curve(A’, B’) does not 
contain points that project onto A. Such a part of curve(A’, B’) always exists, since it is cut at a point 
that projects onto an endpoint of A. 
Furthermore, there are only parts of curve(A’, B’) adjoined that do nowhere project onto A, since 
it is cut at the first intersection point with J-curve(A, B). This first intersection point is always an 
endpoint of a connected component of J-curve(A, B), and, especially, a point that projects onto an 
endnoint of A or B. 
id Step 1. If A and B are both points, then curve(A, B) is a straight line through the center of AB 
normal to this line segment, hence, a bisecting curve. 
Ad Step 2. If A is a curve and B is an endpoint of it (i.e., B E z), then curve(A, B) is a straight 
line through B normal to A, hence, a bisecting curve. 
Ad Step 3. If A and B are both curves or one is a curve and the other one is a point that is not an 
endpoint of the first one, then curve(A, B) is the finite union of curves and points (see the Theorem 
on axiomatic Voronoi diagrams above), but is not necessarily connected, nor is it necessarily a 
Jordan curve. It even may be empty. 
By definition, curve(A, B) ends only in points that project onto some endpoint of A or B. This 
fact is used to construct a bisecting curve J-curve(A, B) from curve(A, B) and different parts of 
curve(A’, B’), where A’ is A itself or an endpoint of it and B’ is B itself or an endpoint of it. 
Ad Step 3.1. Assume that curve(A, B) is not empty. Initialize J-curve(A, B) with the connected 
components of curve(A, B). Assume, without loss of generality, A is a curve and a connected com- 
ponent of curve(A, B) ends in some point p that projects onto an endpoint, say A’ of A. (Actually 
p is only contained in the closure of curve(A, B)!) We distinguish the following cases, Step 3.1.1 
and Step 3.1.2. 
Ad Step 3.1.1. B is a point. Then curve(A’, B) is a straight line that meets p. Cut curve(A’, B) 
at p and adjoin the part of it that does not contain points (at least in a neighbourhood of p) that 
project onto A. If this part of curve(A’, B) intersects the already existing J-curve(A, B), say in q, 
then cut curve(A’, B) at the first intersection point q and adjoin only the part of curve(A’, B) that 
is between p and q. 
Ad Step 3.1.2. B is a curve and p does not project onto an endpoint of B. Then curve(A’, B) is 
a finite union of curves and points. One of its components meets p. Components can end only in 
points that project onto endpoints of B. Cut the component of curve(A’, B) that contains p at p and 
adjoin the part of it to J-curve(A, B) that does not contain points (at least in a neighbourhood of p) 
that project onto A. 3 If this part of curve(A’, B) intersects the already existing J-curve(A, B), say 
3 This part of curve(A’, B’) need not be connected. However, there is a one-to-one correspondance between the sequence 
of points when running through B and when running through curve(A’, B), by relating each point in curve(A’, B) to its 
projection onto B. So one can identify the two parts into which curve(A’, B’) is split at p. 
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in q, then cut curve(A’, B) at the first intersection point q and adjoin only the part of curve(A’, B) 
that is between p and q. 
?? Ad Step 3.2. Repeating Step 3.1 for all endpoints of connected components of J-curve(A, B) results 
in a set of connected components whose endpoints project onto an endpoint of A and an endpoint 
of B. (J-curve(A, B) is already connected if A and B are not both curves!) 
Connect endpoints of components that project onto the same endpoint of A, say A’, and the same 
endpoint of B, say B’, by the respective part of curve(A’, B’) between these two points. This means 
connect the endpoints of the components by a straight line segment. 
?? Ad Step 3.3. At each remaining endpoint p a semi-infinite ray has to be adjoined to J-curve(A, B). 
If p projects onto the endpoint A’ of A and onto the endpoint B’ of B, then adjoin the part of 
curve(A’, B’) = A’B’ that starts at p and contains no points projecting onto A or B. 
?? Ad Step 4. If curve(A, B) is empty, then A and B are both curves. 
The construction of J-curve(A, B) is similar to the previous case, however, J-curve(A, B) cannot 
be initialized with curve(A, B). So one has to find some other segment to start with. 
A good candidate for this is some curve(A’, B’) where A’ is an endpoint of A and B’ is B itself or 
an endpoint of it, or vice versa. However, one has to be careful in the choice of this curve in order 
not to change the Voronoi diagram. 
Let a E A, b E B be the points where the minimal distance of A and B is assumed, i.e., 
dist(a, b) = dist(A, B). We distinguish the following cases: 
- Case a E A, b E B: this implies that the center of & is in curve(A, B) (it has equal distances to 
A and B and is projectable onto both); so this case is not possible. 
- Case a E z - A, b E B - B: take J-curve(A, B) := curve(a, b). 
- Case a E ii - A, b E B: initialize J-curve(A, B) with curve(a, B). 
- Case a E A, b E B - B: initialize J-curve(A, B) with curve(A, b). 
In the last two cases J-curve(A, B) has to be constructed from the initial segment as in the case 
where curve(A, B) is not empty. 
Since in a and b the minimal distance of A and B is assumed, the initial segment of J-curve(A, B) 
does not change VR(A, S) and VR(B, S). 
We next show that all J-curve(A, B) are bisecting curves. 
Theorem. Let A, B E T. The procedure J-curve(A, B, J) constructs a bisecting curve. 
Proof. The theorem is trivial if 
?? A and B are both points, 
?? B is a curve and A is an endpoint of it, 
since in these cases J-curve(A, B) is a straight line. From the construction in the other cases one 
gets that J-curve(A, B) is the finite union of curves and points, and it is connected and unbounded; 
compare the remarks following the procedure. 
Definition. We call the system of bisecting curves (S, { J-curve(A, B) 1 A, B E T, s(A) < s(B)}) 
compatible with T. 
Theorem. Each system of bisecting curves that is compatible with T is admissible. 
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Proof. We have to show that for a system of bisecting curves 
(S, { J-curve(A, B) ) A, B E T, s(A) < s(B)}), S = {s(A) ( A E T}, 
the following three properties are satisfied: 
(1) The intersection of any J-curve(A,B) and J-curve(C, D), A,B,C,D E T, A # B, C # D, 
consists of finitely many connected components. 
(2) For each non-empty subset S’ of S: VR(s(A), S’) is path connected and has non-empty interior, 
for each A with s(A) E S’, and 
(3) R2 = UA,s(A)ESI VR(s(A), S’), and VR(p, S’) n VR(Q, S’) = 0 for p, q E S’, p # q. 
Proof of (1). Since vertex(T) is finite and only finitely many components of curve’s are put together 
to J-curve’s, there can be only finitely many connected components. 
Proof of (2). Let S’ be a subset of S. VR(s(A), S’) . IS not empty, since A is a subset of it. For the 
proof that VR(s(A), S’) is path connected the fact that 
VR(s(A), S’) = VR(A, S’) U U VR(A’, S’) 
A’ an endpoint of A, A’6.S’ 
is important, where VR(A, S) is defined as the set of points in VR(s(A), S) that is projectable onto 
A: each point on a J-curve(A, B) that is projectable onto A is contained in some curve(A, B’). Points 
on J-curve(A, B) that are not projectable onto A are contained in some curve(A’, B’), where A’ 
is an endpoint of A-if A is not a curve, all points are projectable onto A-so curve(A’, B’) is in 
the boundary of VR(A’, S’). If for an endpoint A’ of A, s(A’) is in S’, then curve(A’, A) is in the 
boundary of VR(s(A), S’), so VR(s(A), S’) contains only points that are not in VR(A’, S’), because 
curve(A’, A) separates VR(A, S’) and VR(A’, S’). 
Assume VR(s(A), S’) is not path connected. Clearly, A is contained in exactly one of the connected 
components, since A is connected. On the other hand, with each point p E VR(s(A), S’), also the 
line segment pq is in VR(s(A), S’), where q is the projection of p onto 2. (This is not true in general 
for the Voronoi regions of abstract Voronoi diagrams, but follows from the definition of curve(A, B): 
for every point p in curve(A, B), the straight line segment @ (q being the projection of p onto A) is 
totally on the same side of curve(A, B) as A. Since this is true for all curve(A, B), it has to be true 
for VR(A’, S’), A’ being A itself or an endpoint of A.) 
So there can be only one connected component, i.e., VR(s(A), S’) is path connected. 
Proof of (3). This proof is straightforward, based on the facts that 
VR(s(A), S’) = VR(A, S’) U U VR(A’, S’) 
A’ an endpoint of A, A’e.9 
(see Proof of (2)), and that all VR(A, S’) are disjoint. 
The following theorem is now an immediate consequence, since VR(s(A),S) = VR(A,S), see 
Proof of (2) in the previous theorem. 
Theorem. Let T be an admissible set of contour elements. Let 
S = {s(A) 1 A E T}, (S, { J-cuwe(A, B) 1 A, B E S, s(A) < s(B)}), 
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be a system of bisecting curves that is compatible with T. Then V(S) = VD(T). 
Note, however, that this theorem is only true if with each curve A in T also the endpoints of A are 
in T. This is guaranteed by the requirement that the union of elements in T is closed as a subset of 
R*. However, if one considers only a subset of T, this is no longer guaranteed. 
6. Bisectors of subsets 
The goal of this section is to show that the bisectors of certain partitions of S into two non- 
empty subsets are unbounded and homeomorphic to straight lines, i.e., are connected and contain 
no cycles of edges, when S = {s(A) 1 A E T}, T an admissible set of contour elements, and 
bisecting curves are constructed from curves as studied in the previous section. This is the fundamental 
property necessary for the correctness of the O(N log N) algorithm-based on a divide-and-conquer 
technique-for constructing abstract Voronoi diagrams in [4,5]. 
We show that this property is satisfied for all subsets that are separated by a straight line. If two 
sets P, Q are separated by a straight line g, then also their convex hulls are separated by g. We allow 
that g contains points of T, but g must not intersect any curve of T. 
It is clear that the bisector of P and Q may have cycles if the convex hulls of P and Q are not 
separated, since this is already true for sets of points, compare Fig. 7. 
In the sequel, we identify J-curve(A, B) with J((s(A), s(B)). Especially, for P, Q C T, 
JRQ) = u J- curve(A, B) n V(S) = U J(s(A), s(B)) n V(S). 
AEP, BEQ AEP, BEQ 
J-curves are built up from (parts of) certain curve(A, B). Since for the construction of J(P, Q) we 
intersect J-curve(A, B) with V(S), the only segments that remain in J(P, Q) are parts of vcurve(A, B) 
for certain A, B. 
i vcurve (Al, A2) &\ti, A2, A31, 
.A ,, .\ 
* Al .n.’ 
-\ 
.\ ’ A2 
.#.’ 
.\ ‘, 
vcurve(B, Al) ,.‘.’ . B “N., vcurve(B,AS) *’ . . : 
,/ 
c 
vcurve(B, A3) “‘s .L_._._._._.,.,._._._._._._._.-i 
. ..f~. 
(..’ . . 
’ A3 
. . . . 
. . . . 
_.:. X. 
vcurve(A 1, A3) 
_._._._._._._ =B(P, Q), 
vcurve(A2, A3) 
Fig. 7. The bisector of P and Q contains a cycle. 
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LetP’CP,Q’cQ, P’,Q’#@.S’ me we have shown V(S) = VD(T), J(P’,Q’) is built up 
from vcurve(A, B) for certain A, B E T. However, it is not true that 
J(P’, Q’) = U vcurve(A, B), 
AEP’, BEQ’ 
because of the way J-curve(A, B) is built. It may happen that also vcurve(A’, B), vcurve(A, B’) and 
vcurve(A’, B’) are in J(P’, Q’), where A’ and B’ are endpoints of curves in P’ and Q’, respectively. 
Indeed, all these vcurves have to be in J(P’, Q’), i.e., 
J(p’,Q’) = u vcurve(A, B), 
A$, BE@, A#B 
where P’ = P’ U {endpoints of curves in P’}, Q’ = Q’ U {endpoints of curves in Q’}. (All these 
vcurves have to be constructed with respect to 2 U @!) 
The following theorem summarizes the above considerations. 
Theorem. Let T be an admissible set of contour elements. Let P, Q be a partition of T, P, Q # 0, 
P, Q separated ~JJ a straight line g such that all points in T fl g are in P. Let P’ c P, Q’ 2 Q, 
P’, Q’ # 0. Let P’ = P’ U {endpoints of curves in P’}, Q’ = Q’ U {endpoints of curves in Q’>. Then 
J(P’,Q’) = u vcurve(A, B) 
A+, BEQ’, A#B 
-vcuwes constructed with respect to ? U @‘--is unbounded and connected, and contains no cycles 
of edges. 
Proof. From the specification of g one gets that g also separates P’ and Q’, and also their convex 
hulls. 
?? J(P’, Q’) is unbounded: 
Consider the boundary K of the convex hull of P’ U Q’. K contains parts of elements of P’ and 
parts of elements of Q’. (Since g is a straight line, g cannot be contained in the interior of K. 
Since it separates P’ and Q’ it cannot be totally outside of K. Hence, g has to intersect K twice.) 
Assume first that g does not intersect K in a point of P’ U Q’. Let k and I be the edges of K that 
are intersected by g. k and I, each, connect an element of P’ with an element of Q’. Let A and B 
be the contour elements of P’ and Q’, respectively, that are connected by k. (Between the touching 
points of k with A and B, respectively, there is no intersection of k with an element in P’ U Q’.) 
Fig. 8 illustrates the situation. We distinguish four cases: 
- Case A and B are both points: 
Then vcurve(A, B) is contained in J(P’, Q’); see Fig. 9. 
- Case A is a curve, B is a point: 
Let F be the touching point of k with A. Then J(P’, Q’) converges to vcurve(F, B); see Fig. 10. 
(Since K is the convex hull of P’U Q’, there can be no point on J(P’, Q’) that has equal distance 
to A and B and is projectable onto A.) 
- Case A is a point, B is a curve: 
Analogous to the case above. 
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Fig. 8. g intersects the convex hull of P’ and Q’. 
i 
:, vcurve (A, B) , I I , 
Fig. 9. Case A and B are both points. 
vcurve (F, B) 
:: 
:i 
: i vcurve (A, B) 
I: I : 
Fk !i 
t 
Fig. 10. Case A is a curve, B is a point. 
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Case A and B are both curves: 
J(P’, Q’) converges, similar to the second case, to vcurve(A’, B’), where A’ and B’ are the 
touching points of k with A and B, respectively. 
Note that vcurve(A, B), vcurve(F, B) and vcurve(A’, B’) are semi-infinite rays in the respective 
cases, and vcurve(A, B) C curve(A, B) G J-curve(A, B) for all A, B. 
The analogous property can be shown for 1. 
Assume now that g intersects K in a point p of P’. We have to distinguish whether p is also 
an endpoint of a curve in Q’ that contributes to K or not. If there is no q E Q’ with p g it, or 
p c ?j for some q E Q’ but-in an open neighbourhood of p-q is not contained in K, then 
there is an edge k of K arising from p that connects p with an element in Q’ and, hence, 
plays the same role as the k above. If there is a q E Q’ with p 2 ?j and q is contained- 
in an open neighbourhood of p---in K, then vcurve(p, q), a semiinfinite ray, is contained in 
J(P’, Q’). 
J(P’, Q’) does not end in any vertex: 
Let ZI be a vertex of VD(P’ U a’), II on J(P’, Q’). In each vertex there meet three vcurves: 
vcurve(A, B), vcurve(A, C), vcurve(B, C), for some A, B, C. Only if one of these vcurves has 
length 0, then there meet more than three vcurve in ‘u. However, this does not influence the argu- 
ments below. 
Assume A E p, B E @, i.e., vcurve(A, B) C J(P’, Q’). Depending on whether C is in P’ or Q’, 
either vcurve(A, C) or vcurve(B, C) is in J(P’, Q’). 
J(P’, Q’) does not contain any cycle of edges: 
Assume, to the contrary, that there is a cycle of edges in J(P’, Q’). Let et, . . . , e, be the edges of 
such a cycle, and let E denote the region inside this cycle of edges. 
Assume that no smaller cycle (with respect to the region enclosed) is contained in ??. 
Assume that there is an A E P’ and a B E Q’ inside E. We show that this cannot happen: with A 
and B also the respective Voronoi regions of these elements are contained in E. So there has to be 
an edge of J(P’, Q’) inside E. Since edges of J(P’, Q’) d oes not end in some vertex, there has to 
be a smaller cycle of edges inside E; a contradiction! 
P I g Q' 
Fig. 11. J(P’, &‘) does not contain a cycle of edges. 
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So we may assume, without loss of generality, that there are only elements of Q’ inside E. (Clearly, 
there has to be some element in E, since no Voronoi region is empty and each Voronoi region 
contains the respective element.) Fig. 8 illustrates the following argumentation. 
Let A be a point in E (A E @ and A $Z g or A E A’ E Q’ and the line through A normal to 
A’ is also normal to g). (Such a point A always exists since there is some element of Q’ inside E. 
If Q’ contains a point then it is not in g, so take this point as A. If Q’ only contains a curve, then 
either one of its endpoints is not in g-take this one as A-or both endpoints are in g in which case 
there is a point on the curve in which the line normal to the curve is also normal to g.) Consider 
now the semi-infinite ray 1 arising from A and normal to g that does not intersect g. All points on 1 
are closer to A than to g, hence, closer to A than to any element in P’. However, there is (at least) 
one intersection point, say p, of 1 with some ei. p has equal distances to an element in p and to 
an element in &I, because it is in ei and, hence, in J(P’, Q’); a contradiction! 
?? J(P’, Q’) is connected: 
Since there can be no cycle of edges and J(P’, Q’) cannot end in a vertex, each connected compo- 
nent of J(P’, Q’) has to go to infinity. However, there are only two semi-infinite edges in J(P’, Q’), 
because g can intersect the convex hull of P’ U Q’ only twice. So J(P’, Q’) is connected. 
7. Conclusions 
Let T be an admissible set of contour elements, s a selector function that selects from each element 
in T a point of this element. 
We have shown that one can build bisecting curves J-curve(A, B) in a certain way from 
vcurve(A’, B/),-where A’ is A itself or an endpoint of it and B’ is B itself or an endpoint of 
it. This entails that V(S), the abstract Voronoi diagram of S, is the same as VD(T), the axiomatic 
Voronoi diagram of 7’. Hence, all the properties that are true for abstract Voronoi diagrams are also 
true for axiomatic Voronoi diagrams. 
We also have shown that the bisectors of two subsets of T that are separated by a straight line is 
unbounded, connected and does not contain any cycle of edges. One should note that by splitting some 
of the elements in T a separation by a straight line may become possible, although it is not possible 
for the original 7’. However, one must not split too many elements of T for this purpose, since with the 
number of contour elements also the complexity for the algorithm for constructing Voronoi diagrams 
increases. 
The splitting of contour elements in order to obtain an admissible set T of contour elements for 
the given set F, is surely a weakness of our approach. We do not have a bound on the number of 
splittings necessary, i.e., a bound on the number of elements in T in terms of the number of elements 
in i3F. The additional splitting necessary for separating subsets by straight lines may be avoided when 
further computation are based on the randomized algorithm for the construction of Voronoi diagrams 
[7], which does not require that bisectors of subsets are without cycles. 
It would be interesting, to have a characterization of bisecting curves (surfaces) for abstract Voronoi 
diagrams in 3-dimensional space and to investigate the relationship between abstract and axiomatic 
Voronoi diagrams also in 3D. 
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